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ABSTRACT 
 
Within a generation of losing its American colonies, Britain adjusted to a new world order in 
which its power and influence was spread across the globe, slowly shifting focus from the 
Western Hemisphere to the East. Throughout its global empire, held together by the Royal 
Navy, much consolidation was needed in building and repairing garrisons, developing durable 
infrastructure and understanding exotic environments. Scattered around these fluid 
dominions were members of the Royal Engineers, the ‘Scientific Corps’ whose duties 
included designing public and military buildings and assembling useful data about the workings 
of nature in unfamiliar climates. This paper will follow Lieutenant Colonel William Reid RE, 
FRS, and his work on repairing and rebuilding structures damaged in the Barbados hurricane 
of 1831, his growing curiosity about these unpredictable storms and his collaborations with 
William C. Redfield in the United States and Henry Piddington in Calcutta investigating 
tropical tempests and their trajectories as circulating weather systems in the 1830s and 40s. 
Having established the workings of storms, trajectories could be predicted and 
communicated reliably by telegraphy when Reid’s theories became widely accepted.  
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Within a generation of losing its American colonies, Britain adjusted to a new 
world order in which its power and influence were spread across the globe, 
slowly shifting focus from the Western Hemisphere to the East. Throughout its 
global empire, held together by the Royal Navy, much consolidation was 
needed in building and repairing garrisons, developing durable infrastructure 
and understanding exotic environments. Scattered around these fluid 
dominions were members of the Royal Engineers, the ‘Scientific Corps’ whose 
duties included designing public and military buildings and assembling useful 
data about the workings of nature in unfamiliar climates. This paper will focus 
on Lieutenant Colonel William Reid RE, FRS, his work on repairing and 
rebuilding structures damaged in the Barbados hurricane of 1831and his 
growing curiosity about these unpredictable storms. In his later collaborations 
with William C. Redfield in the United States and Henry Piddington in 
Calcutta, he investigated tropical tempests and their trajectories as circulating 
weather systems. After the 1830’s and 40’s when the workings of storms had 
been established and when Reid’s theories had become widely accepted, their 
trajectories could be predicted and reliably communicated by telegraphy.  
‘Twas a dark and stormy night …. Barbados, August 10th, 1831 
On August 10th 1831, Barbados was devastated by an exceptionally severe 
hurricane. 1477 lives were lost in seven hours with the tempest damaging and 
destroying most buildings, overturning trees and denuding the landscape of anything 
green. An eye-witness account struggling to find words to convey the experience, 
drifting into the fabulous: «Fiery meteors were presently seen falling from the heavens; 
one in particular, of a globular form… with accelerated motion, it assumed a dazzling 
whiteness and an elongated form…splashed around in the same manner as melted 
1
metal would have done, and was instantly extinct… its brilliancy and the spattering of 
its particles on meeting the earth gave it the resemblance of a body of quicksilver of 
equal bulk. …The vast body of vapour appeared to touch the houses, and issued 
downward flaming blazes which were nimbly returned from the earth upward. The 
strongest houses were caused to vibrate to their foundations, and the surface of the 
very earth trembled as the destroyer raged over it … the clattering of tiles, the falling 
of roofs and walls, and the combination of a thousand other sounds, formed a hideous 
din, which appalled the heart, and bewildered, if not alienated the mind.» 1 
 
The most urgent task for any survivors was to rescue and care for the injured 
and to bury the dead. The Governor’s highest priority was to prevent looting and to 
maintain public order. This he achieved by mobilizing a militia augmented by 
regimental troops stationed on the island. To assert authority and prevent starvation 
they needed to secure salvageable provisions and discourage hoarding. Also, a major 
anxiety among planters and free residents was staving-off rebellion in the large slave 
population, whether real or imagined. 
 
Barbados, the most windward island of the Antilles, was the headquarters of 
the British military presence in the Caribbean. In addition to the General Officer and 
his staff, Commanding Officers of the Artillery, Engineers as well as Heads of Medical 
and Commissariat Departments were based in Bridgetown.2 The catastrophic hurricane 
destroyed or severely damaged most military accommodation for men, materiel and 
stores, resulting in Lieutenant General Sir James Lyon ordering the troops under 
canvas.3 
 
William Reid’s Reconstruction and his ideas on hurricane proof building 
 
Responsibility for reconstruction and repairs of Military and Public Buildings 
was given to Lieutenant Colonel William Reid RE an officer of the Royal Engineers 
with extensive experience of destruction and improvisation gained in the Peninsular 
campaigns between 1810 and 1814. In Barbados, Reid studied the ruined buildings to 
determine causes of failure and to develop strategies for reducing risks in future. His 
report on the subject, from which the quotations below are taken, is one of the earliest 
to establish practical solutions for constructing buildings vulnerable to hurricanes.4 
«…the whole of the roof should be fixed down to the wall-plate; the wall-plate should 
be fixed down to the wall; and the wall itself made strong enough to resist the current 
of air that may rush against the house. Where buildings are of wood, the frame-work 
should be tied into the ground, or into stone piers fixed in the ground. » 
 
Reid’s focus was on using conventional building techniques familiar to the 
artisans of the 19th Company of Sappers and Miners under his command. He was 
concerned with enhancing resilience through construction techniques as well as 
making observations on how buildings could be planned for greater hurricane 
resistance: « it was observed that buildings having substantial partitions at short 
intervals withstood the blast, whilst others without them were blown down. Where 
large rooms therefore could not be divided, they were broken into portions by 
substantial projecting walls, serving as inside buttresses; and in general an elliptical 
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arch was thrown across the room from one side to the other, on which one of the 
principal rafters was placed, and tied down at the ends. »  
 
A common feature of buildings in the tropic, the verandah, had proved to be 
particularly hazardous. In many cases these were lightly constructed in timber, 
supporting significant areas of decking eminently vulnerable to uplift. Gallery joists of 
upper verandahs: “having one end let into the main wall of the building … acted as so 
many levers, and upset the walls, when the galleries began to vibrate.” To reduce this 
failing he suggested: « When reconstructed the joists ran parallel to the walls, their 
ends resting on arches, which were carried across the galleries from strong brick piers, 
to pilasters connected with the main wall, and every part of the galleries was tied 
down.» Reid’s approach can be seen in the remodeling of the Stone Barracks at the 
Garrison, whose verandahs had blown away. The building still stands today. (Fig. 1) 
 
Reid introduced diagonal bracing to roofs “to stiffen the rafters” and slates 
took the place of shingles that had so easily blown away. In his ambition to create 
more robust masonry Reid worked on methods of making stronger mortars to increase 
adhesion in brickwork: “…grouted throughout, the bricks having been always 
saturated with water, which is a measure essential to strong building in tropical 
climates.” He recommended English Bond for brickwork, citing recent work by Lieut. 
Col. Charles Pasley whose course on Practical Architecture at the School of Military 
Engineering at Chatham was an essential part of the training of Royal Engineer 
officers.5 Following the consequences of seemingly minor details of windows and 
doors also attracted Reid’s attention: “for it was found, that where there had been 
shutters opening inwards, as in England, the wind bursting them open on the windward 
side, pressed and shut the leeward shutters; so that either the roof was carried off, or 
the leeward wall thrown down.”  
 
In 1850, Captain Nelson, stationed in the Bahamas, consulted Reid who had 
returned to Britain after seven years as Governor of Bermuda, on a proposal for 
securing barracks against hurricanes. Reid, confident that his work in Barbados had 
secured buildings against hurricanes, replied…« Having written … [an] account of 
what I did to secure barracks from the effect of hurricanes when employed nineteen 
years ago in the West Indies, I think I cannot do better than enclose a copy of these 
observations… Galleries when constructed in the way I described do not endanger 
buildings. On revisiting the islands of Barbados and St. Vincent in 1846, I found the 
buildings I had reconstructed standing as I left them in 1833».6. In his 1838 book, Reid 
had recommended the use of parapets and flat roofs, a common practice in Mauritius 
that performed well in hurricanes.7 
 
Building to survive hurricanes 
 
A fellow officer, Captain Smyth RE, visited Barbados soon after the 1831 
hurricane, observing that: «…framed wooden buildings suffered much less than the 
stone with galleries. In situations exposed to hurricanes it would be desirable to have 
shutters to the windows: it appears manifest, that the more perfect union of parts in a 
well framed building, in which the action of the wind is excluded from the interior, 
would render it less liable to injury than buildings where this union is less perfect, 
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which is ordinarily the case in a combination of wood and stone, or brick. »8 	
 
This short, eye-witness account from Jamaica after the 1723 hurricane, «We 
have receiv’d considerable Damage in our Buildings in the late Hurricane, …It is 
remarkable, that the houses that were built by the Spaniards sustain’d very little 
Damage, though ‘tis now sixty-seven Years since the Conquest of that Island; 
consequently, those Buildings are of a much older Date: From whence we may 
reasonably conclude, that they have met with Accidents of the like Nature, that put 
them upon that Manner of Building…» offers no attempt to understand why the 
Spanish buildings suvived.9 It took decades of occupation in the Caribbean for  
planters to time sowing and harvesting to avoid the ‘hurricane season’ as well as 
dismantling vulnerable, expensive machinery like windmills to reduce risks.10 Some 
prudently set aside boards to cover windows and doors of their buildings as storms 
approached.11  
 
Another approach to the hurricane menace was to have a secure hurricane 
resistant retreat as described in the following passage recording Lord Combermere’s 
visit to Guadeloupe in 1819: « A scene of terror and confusion now took place.... A 
hurricane-room, which … built close to Government-House in case of such an 
emergency… afforded a refuge to the ladies…, who quickly fled there to escape the, as 
they thought, impending fall of the house. »12  
 
A standardised solution for all types of military accommodation in the West 
Indies, the 1820’s ‘System of Barracks’ was intended to be hurricane-proof and 
performed well in the 1831 Barbados hurricane:13 «The new Ordnance Hospital…is 
the only building of large dimensions in the Garrison that has escaped injury… Instead 
of timber, the beams, joists and rafters, are of iron. The plan of the whole is admirable, 
and there is no apparent reason why it should not be adopted in the construction of 
private houses. It is much cheaper than the common mode of building … and is not 
only proof against fire, but evidently the most secure in case of the island being again 
visited by storms».14 (Fig. 2) 
 
As well as violent storms, earthquakes could occur with little warning in the 
Caribbean. The 1692 Jamaica earthquake and tsunami killed about 5,000 people and 
destroyed Port Royal, sinking a large part of the busy port below sea level. In 1843 
another earthquake caused enormous damage in the Eastern Caribbean as witnessed in 
Antigua: «…on arriving at the Barracks, on the ridge, I found everything in confusion, 
the hurricane-proof barracks a mass of wreck. In the officers' quarters, at Shirley 
Heights, the partition walls had fallen in and buried everything…. The scene from the 
heights was extraordinary; Nevis, Montserrat, and Redonda presented a strange and 
awful spectacle, enveloped in clouds of dust. Guadeloupe appeared to be on fire; huge 
volumes of smoke mounting upwards, and rolling over the sea».15 Clearly, heavy 
masonry ‘hurricane-proof’ barracks, possibly following Reid’s recommendations, had 
failed when exposed to the earthquake. 
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Nearby, on Guadeloupe, the French Naval administration’s response to the 
calamity was to commission an experimental building combining earthquake and 
hurricane resilience.16 That hospital, built at Camp Jacob, was an elegant pavilion 
entirely made of wrought iron, allowing flexibility under shock. All its parts were 
bolted together and secured to sturdy foundations to hold the structure down in 
hurricanes. Unfortunately, this promising architectural experiment had little follow 
up.17  
 
Reid’s endeavours to understand the workings of hurricanes 
 
Caribbean hurricanes, along with similar weather systems elsewhere, were 
sudden and violent, occurring at any time between mid-July and mid-October. Sailing 
in those months was risky, with many ships lost to the storms. Avoiding the hurricane 
season was prudent, but as pressures of trade increased, deciphering these dangerous 
weather systems became more and more important. By the end of the 18th Century, 
regular trade winds and monsoon cycles were understood and mapped but the weather 
systems of unpredictable hurricanes were more difficult to comprehend. William Reid 
was able to respond to the aftermath of the 1831 Barbados hurricane with insightful 
alterations to building practices. This work stimulated his curiosity, inducing him 
“…to search everywhere for accounts of previous storms, in the hope of learning 
something of their causes and mode of action...»18 
 
After his tour of duty in Barbados, Reid returned to Britain in 1834, 
determined to understand the workings of hurricanes. His research led him to the work 
of William Redfield manager of the Steam Navigation Company of New York and an  
amateur meteorologist, who had published in the “American Journal of Science and 
Arts” in 1831, Remarks on the prevailing Storms of the Atlantic coast, of the North 
American States. To Reid, the paper was the first coherent explanation of the shape and 
trajectory of hurricanes. It was based upon hard evidence and showed that these storms 
were part of enormous weather systems, similar to whirlwinds that moved relatively 
slowly across the face of the earth in curved trajectories. In Redfield’s words, «…we 
can discern the reason why, in seamen's phrase, “a north-western will never remain 
long in debt to a south-easter,” and we may also appreciate some of the causes which 
render the last semi-diameter of the rotative mass a dry wind, in a short period after 
this change in its direction. »19 (Fig. 3) 
 
Redfield had first noted this when viewing the destruction that ravaged the 
Eastern seaboard of the United States in the great hurricane of 1821. He had observed 
«…that in the states of Massachusetts and Connecticut the trees were blown down on 
the eastern portion of those states with their heads to the north-west; whilst those on 
the western portion were prostrated with their heads to the south-east...»20 In his first 
published paper, he gathered further evidence to support his theory by meticulously 
collecting and collating data from ship’s logs, caught in the 1830’s over large areas of 
the Atlantic Ocean. This painstaking task involved plotting the ships’ positions at 
various times and recording their reports of wind direction and other relevant data.  
 
In 1801,Colonel James Capper of the East India Company’s army proposed 
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that storms experienced on India’s Coromandel coast were parts of enormous 
‘whirlwinds’.21 He had suggested how data to confirm this might be collected, but did 
not do so himself. Dove, the celebrated German meteorologist arrived at similar 
conclusions in the late 1820s, but when his work was translated into English in1862, he 
acknowledged that Redfield, «…after a very careful investigation of the phenomena 
which accompany the storms which are so frequent on the coasts of the United States, 
has arrived at precisely the same conclusions as I did for Europe ».22 Both these 
authors had been unknown to Redfield, who, in his second article of 1831, collected 
evidence on the shape and progress of the 1831 Barbados hurricane tracking its 
curving course of destruction across nearly 2,300 miles, travelling at the rate of about 
16 miles per hour over 6 days ending its trajectory near New Orleans.23  
 
Reid was «…strongly impressed with the belief that Mr. Redfield's views 
were correct, [and] determined to verify them by making charts on a large scale, and 
on these laying down the different reports of the wind at points given in the “American 
Journal of Science.” (Fig. 4)  The more exactly this was done, the nearer appeared to 
be the approximation to the tracks of a progressive whirlwind. »24 Reid corresponded 
with Redfield and supplied him with data from the Eastern Atlantic, the Royal Navy 
and merchant shipping entering British ports. They never met, but their relationship 
was a truly international scientific collaboration conducted via the mails, with over 600 
letters between them. Even before contacting Redfield, Reid spoke, to great acclaim, at 
the eighth meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1838, 
in a session presided over by Sir John Herschel, the celebrated astronomer. At the 
meeting, Reid acknowledged Redfield’s important work, before publishing an 
extensive article on hurricanes in the “Professional Papers of the Corps Royal 
Engineers’” second yearly volume, followed shortly after by his major work in the 
field, Attempt to Develop the Law of Storms by Means of Facts.25 In recognition, he 
was made a Fellow of the Royal Society. His Progress of the Development of the Law 
of Storms came off the presses in 1849, the year in which he became vice president of 
the Royal Society.26  
 
Reid’s publications were widely read and translated into many languages 
including Chinese because of the practical advice they offered.27 They were ordered by 
the Admiralty to be on all ships of the Royal Navy so that captains could understand 
cyclonic weather and take appropriate precautions.28 In addition, Reid analysed the 
influence of hurricanes on waves and related the devastating flooding often brought by 
hurricanes not only to exceptionally high rainfall but also to low pressure storm-surges. 
 
In Calcutta, Henry Piddington was impressed by Reid’s work. He had been a 
ship’s captain before taking on other ventures while at the same time being a regular 
contributor to the “Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal” on various subjects 
ranging from geology to philology. Piddington corresponded with Reid and Redfield, 
building upon their work by analysing storms in Asian waters and the Indian Ocean. 
He described hurricanes, typhoons and other major whirlwinds as cyclones. He tracked 
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their courses and other features, following the methods developed by Redfield and 
Reid and worked closely with corresponding collaborators in Madras and elsewhere. In 
the Bengal journal, Piddington wrote 24 major articles on storms, some of over one 
hundred pages, along with several others on related subjects and in 1842 published 
Notes on the Law of Storms as applying to the Tempests…Chinese Seas…to help Naval 
forces engaged in China.29 As an ex-ship’s captain, Piddington wanted to help seamen 
with a practical manual enabling them to better understand, negotiate and survive 
storms. “The Horn-Book for the Law of Storms for the Indian and China Seas”, was 
first published in 1848.30 This publication included a translucent piece of “horn” to be 
laid over navigational charts to help analyse wind directions encountered.   
 
Reid, Redfield and Piddington relied on careful analysis and collation of vast 
amounts of data taken from land-based weather stations and ship’s logs. From this 
disparate information, they constructed maps recording the progress of storms and 
other useful empirical information. Their work was criticised by vested interests 
including James P. Espy, appointed in 1843 by the U.S. Government as its first 
Meteorologist but their ideas prevailed. Both Redfield and Piddinton continued to 
publish numerous remarkably long articles in journals meticulously recording storms 
in areas affected by cyclonic weather systems sometimes tracking them over several 
thousand miles. Redfield’s works are listed in an 1857 Memorial Address by a fellow 
member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science which he helped 
found.31 Piddington’s wide ranging scientific work is recorded in the 1856 index of  
“Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.32 A centenial paper celebrates his wide-
ranging interests.33   
 
The eminent Sir John Herschel published a paper in the same volume of the 
“Professional Papers … Royal Engineers”, as Reid, laying out exactly how to establish 
weather stations on land, what instruments to use, how to calibrate them and take 
recordings.34 In Instructions for Making and Registering Meteorological Observations 
at various Stations…, he recommended that Royal Engineer officers, stationed 
throughout the Empire keep the records so that they could be analysed to expand the 
growing fund of knowledge initiated by Reid, Redfield and Piddington. In 1849, 
Herschel contributed the article Meteorology in the “Admiralty Manual of Scientific 
Enquiry”, on collecting weather data accurately at sea.35  
 
Thanks to these pioneers, the behaviour of weather systems in both 
hemispheres were largely understood and from the 1840s onwards, numerous authors 
published handbooks aimed at ships captains and pilots on observing the weather and 
taking appropriate precautions in storms. With the growth of telegraphic 
communications, first on land, followed by submarine cables between Europe and the 
United States in the 1860s and later, progressively through the Caribbean, Asia and 
Australia, it became possible to track storms and develop forcasting techniques. 
Presciently, in 1842, in his sixth memoir on storms, Piddington saw the value of this 
new method of instantaneous communication, writing: « If China was a country under 
European dominion, a Telegraph might, when these storms strike the Eastern Coast, 
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warn those on the Southern, that they were coming, and in India we might often attain 
the same advantage. Our children may see this done. »36 
 
Conclusion 
 
William Reid had a versatile career. He saw active service in Spain in two 
separate wars, he wrote about fortifications and was a pioneer in submarine mines, 
which he first used in Barbados in 1831 to clear sunken ships from the harbor. His 
administrative skill and diplomacy brought him appointments as Governor of 
Bermuda, Barbados and Malta. He was also the Chairman of the committee charged 
with building the 1851 Crystal Palace. Like other distinguished officers of the Royal 
Engineers, he played an important role in consolidating the British Empire. His by 
contribution was make navigation safer in tropical and subtropical waters subject to 
cyclonic weather systems.  
 
Reid did not have the insight of Redfield to ask the right questions of fallen 
trees, but he was able to see the value of that work in unlocking the workings of 
hurricanes. Reid added detail, depth and system to Redfield’s ideas and used his 
position to promote useful knowledge of hurricanes to those in authority in the Royal 
Navy and Colonial administrators, who were ordered by the Colonial Secretary to set 
up standardized weather stations throughout the Empire. Reid did not neglect sailors 
who needed clear understanding of storms to be able to minimize their effect on their 
vessels and crews. This ambition is made clear in part of the long title of his 1849 
book: The Progress of the Development of the Law of Storms … With Practical 
Application of the Subject to Navigation. Reid was also an exemplary collaborator and 
researcher, maintaining contact with Piddington and Redfield over many years.  
 
Dissemination of knowledge about hurricanes by Reid, Redfield and 
Piddington was helped by the proliferation of scientific journals and reviews in the mid 
nineteenth century press. These publications facilitating communication of discoveries 
to wider audiences internationally stimulating debate among their readerships and 
encouraging others to contribute to the fund of understanding.   
 
Royal Engineers officers were often seconded to civilian duties. Their 
technical training in the School of Military Engineering at Chatham, established by 
Colonel Pasley, a close friend and mentor of Reid’s, enabled them to engage with new 
technologies of the nineteenth century. They were involved in developing railways in 
Britain and its colonies. In India they designed public buildings, built canals and other 
infrastructure. Several military engineers were engaged in the building of lighthouses 
and improving the efficiency of their optical and lighting systems, making navigation 
safer. As steamships gradually replaced sail, this versatile cadre of technical expertise 
helped establish coaling stations at strategic locations along sea-routes, while also 
providing for their defense.  
 
Returning to Reid, who was a resourceful officer, demonstrating his skills in 
dealing with the aftermath of a natural disaster and creative in his building solutions to 
reduce future vulnerability. He was also curious enough to ask the right questions 
about the workings of hurricanes and to recognize fruitful avenues of enquiry in the 
work of others. His contributions have been and still are immensely valuable. 
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The Shape of Hurricanes 
 
ILLUSTRATIONS: 
 
 
 
 
 
(Fig1). On the Left, the Stone Barracks at St Anne’s Bridgetown in Barbados. The building dating 
from 1791 was severely damaged in the 1831 hurricane. The stone arcading built by Reid replaced 
the timber-framed verandahs blown away in the storm. On the Right, Timber framed officers’ 
barracks at George Town, Demerara with Tuscan columns of ‘malm paviour-bricks’. Site 
conditions in this Colony were very marshy and it was outside the hurricane zone.  
Photograph: Dr R B Lewcock. Drawing: Barracks, George Town “PPRE” 1838.  
 
 
 
(Fig 2). Section and view of Barracks built to the design of the Uniform “System of Barracks” for 
the West Indies. These buildings were designed in 1824 to be hurricane proof. The columns, 
beams and joists are in cast iron supporting heavy York flagstones on the verandah floors. All 
parts of these buildings were tied together with the ironwork built into the masonry core.  
Section: System Barracks West Indies “PPRE” 1838. Photograph: Dr R B Lewcock 
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(Fig 3). Lt Col. Reid’s explanatory diagrams describing how, from the point of view of an 
observer, the directions of winds change as different parts of the cyclonic system pass. The second 
diagram from the left shows the whole system moving slowly in a Westerly direction, bearing 
down on the Island of Barbados. The third diagram from the left shows how storms track in both 
hemispheres and the fourth, records in detail the movements of the ship Charles Heddle in relation 
to the trajectory of the storm. 
Diagrams:  REID 1849.  
 
 
 
 
(Fig 4). On the Left, one of Reid’s earlier maps of the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico and the Eastern 
Seaboard of the US tracking the trajectory of a hurricane. On the Right, mapping a similar area of 
the Western Atlantic showing the paths of several different hurricanes.  
Left hand map: REID 1838a. Right hand map: REID 1849 
 
 
 
(Fig 5). Maps of widely distributed cyclonic phenomena tracking the paths of hurricanes and 
typhoons in relation to fixed geographical features and moving ships at various times. From Left 
to Right: Gulf of Mexico, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea and the Indian Ocean near Mauritius 
where a Royal Navy squadron was dispersed by Cyclone.  
Maps: REID 1849  
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